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With students learning in class, remotely, or in 
a hyflex environment, Lenovo hybrid classroom 
solutions create an adaptable solution for every 
teaching and learning model. 

Engage students where they are with flexible 
learning tools that pair Lenovo’s robust learning 
devices with a collection of innovative hardware 
solutions for collaborative learning. Hybrid 
classroom ecosystems facilitate a flexible learning 
environment and include Google Meet Series 
One Room kits and ThinkSmart Core Kits built on 
Microsoft Teams or Zoom Rooms platforms.

Easy to reconfigure for a range of classroom 
sizes and and simple to manage with user-friendly 
software and services, these purpose-built 
ecosystems deliver best-in-class solutions for 
learning success.

Smarter builds collaboration and 
connections for hybrid learning.



Building a hybrid classroom starts with ThinkSmart Core Kits, an all-in-one 
meeting room system for Zoom Rooms or Microsoft Teams Rooms that 
helps students and teachers connect, share, and collaborate seamlessly 
and securely wherever learning takes place.

In addition to user-friendly features, ThinkSmart Core Kits also include 
remote manageability capabilities through Lenovo’s custom-built 
ThinkSmart Manager software.*

Each kit comes with ThinkSmart Core, a compute powered by 11th Gen  
Intel® CoreTM vProTM processors with Intel® Iris® Xe graphics along with  
the ThinkSmart Controller, a 10.1-inch, 10-point touch HD display with  
anti-glare and anti-fingerprint coating.  

*ThinkSmart Manager comes preloaded on all ThinkSmart Core devices. ThinkSmart Manager has two levels: Basic and Premium. 
Premium is included with your ThinkSmart Core purchase for one year. You can choose to continue service for an additional cost.

Lenovo hybrid classroom  
Empowered by ThinkSmart Core Kits
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ThinkSmart Controller

ThinkSmart Core
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Google Meet Series  
One Room kits from Lenovo  
Open the box to more flexible hybrid learning.

Google Meet Series One Room kits from Lenovo have everything  
schools need to offer a richer hybrid learning experience—all in one box—

with features that work better for everyone.

• Improve communication and lesson delivery  
utilizing TrueVoiceTM noise cancellation technology  
and 4K-capable AI cameras.

• Spend more time focused on the lesson and not on  
IT through seamless integration with a school’s  
existing Chrome OS infrastructure.

• Increase student engagement by inviting guest  
speakers and subject matter experts from around  
the world into the virtual classroom.

•  Bring a master teacher into multiple classrooms  
simultaneously.

•  Allow classrooms across a building or campus  
to collaborate and communicate seamlessly. 

No matter how big or small your school may be, Google Meet Series  
One Room kits make learning more accessible for all.


